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Summary: The inaugural trip for Western Isles Wildlife to Extremadura was a great success 

with 136 species of birds recorded including superb views of Black-winged Kite, Great 

Spotted Cuckoo, Roller and many more. The plains between Trujillo and Caceres provided us 

with numerous sightings of Great and Little Bustard as well as Pin-tailed Sandgrouse, 

Montagu’s Harrier, Rollers and Spanish Imperial Eagle. Monfrague was as brilliant as ever 

with masses of vultures, Spanish Imperial Eagle, Black Stork and Alpine Swift. The 

Arrocampa area provided us with good views of various herons and warblers, plus superb 

views of Black-winged Kite in the arable area near Saucedilla. The hot, sunny weather 

throughout the week meant that we also recorded plenty of insects (of the none-biting kind) 

such as Spanish Festoon, Swallowtail Butterfly and various dragonflies. All in all it was an 

excellent week full of wildlife.  

 

Leader: Steve Duffield 

 

Participants: Teresa Jenkins and Isabel Noel 

 

9th April: 

Weather – Mostly clear, sunny and hot (around 26 degrees) with occasional cloud. 

All three flights from the UK arrived in good time so that we all reached Madrid Barajas 

International Airport by 10:30 am. The car pick up was straight forward and once we’d 

managed to locate Teresa who had landed in Terminal 4, we set off on our journey south. 

The first birds seen in the airport were the predictable House Sparrow and Magpie although 

once beyond the expanse of Madrid we soon picked up Crested Lark, Griffon Vulture and 

Bee-eater from the motorway. Our hotel was located south of the main Trujillo – Caceres 

road but before reaching it we stopped for a couple of hours on route at Arrocampa Lake 

near Almaraz. This proved very fruitful with 4 Black Vultures picked up straight away as well 

as a Booted Eagle, Black Kites and Marsh Harrier. Water birds were of course a feature with 

Purple Heron, Grey Heron, Cattle Egret, Little Egret, Great White Egret and Spoonbill all 

seen. We also managed flight views of a Little Bittern on our way back to the car. The water 

held Tufted Duck, Cormorant, Great Crested Grebe whilst a single Whiskered Tern and a 

couple of Gull-billed Terns hawked over the surface. Other birds included Red-rumped 

Swallow, Swallow, Sand Martin, House Martin and Bee-eater whilst a Kingfisher and various 

warblers were heard such as Savi’s and Great Reed Warbler. Tongue Orchids were found 

flowering near the lake whilst butterflies included a few Clouded Yellows and various 

dragonflies. We continued south for another hour or so, reaching our hotel in the evening 

where we settled in before having dinner. To end the day Steve spotted 2 Booted Eagles 

over the dehesa visible from his balcony. 
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 Tongue Orchid        Long Skimmer 

   
Gull-billed Tern      Clouded Yellow 

 

10th April: 

Weather – Clear blue skies, hot and becoming very hot in the middle of the day. 

We started early, heading along the old road between Trujillo and Caceres. We stopped at 

an open field which was alive with singing Calandra Larks whilst in the distance we soon 

spotted a male Little Bustard that was quickly followed by 5 Great Bustards. At least 4 

Hoopoes were seen as well as Crested Larks, a fly-over Short-toed Lark and a few 

Wheatears. Not a bad way to start the day! We continued to the Santa Marta de Magasca 

road which we slowly drove, checking what was using the nest boxes placed high on 

roadside poles. Many held Jackdaws with intermittent pairs of Lesser Kestrels making some 

their home until eventually we came across 2 separate Rollers showing well, perched on 

wires close to the road. We pulled off into a gate way to scan a ploughed field where we had 

more Calandra Larks and good views of a Short-toed Lark in song flight overhead. We passed 

through the village and on a further couple more miles until reaching the Monroy road 

where we found a spot to pull off the narrow road at the junction. Birds of prey were 
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immediately on show with displaying Montagu’s Harrier, Marsh Harrier, Black Kite, Booted 

Eagle, Black and Griffon Vulture all seen well whilst a couple of Little Bustards were picked 

up in display and a Great Bustard slowly stalked through some long grass. Other species 

noted included scores of Spanish Sparrows, Calandra Larks and 7 or 8 Whinchats. We also 

spotted some stunning Swallowtail butterflies and the diminutive Small Copper. Just before 

getting back to the car after a short walk we came across a very smart Ladder Snake in the 

middle of a track where it posed for photos before heading off into long grass. We moved 

on towards Trujillo stopping in some open dehesa where we found Woodchat Shrike, Azure-

winged Magpie and got some good views of Sardinian Warbler. We also came across our 

first of what became regular sightings of the large Egyptian Grasshopper.  

 

   
Roller       Ladder Snake 

   
Egyptian Grasshopper      Booted Eagle 

 

We had our lunch in Plaza Mayor, Trujillo to the backdrop of nesting White Storks that seem 

to be everywhere in the lowlands of Extremadura. Common and Pallid Swifts screamed 

through the square whilst Red-rumped Swallows and Crag Martins zipped around the 
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tourists as they milled about. Overhead we spotted Booted Eagle, Griffon Vulture and Black 

Kite whilst tucking into our lunch. We headed south in the afternoon to Alcollarin Reservoir 

where we spotted 30 – 40 Black Terns, Greenshank, Wood Sandpiper, Common Sandpiper, 

Little Ringed Plover as well as Great Crested Grebe, Little Grebe, Gadwall and Shoveler. 

Herons included Grey and Purple, plus Great White Egret, Little Egret, Cattle Egret and a 

small flock of feeding Spoonbills on the smaller water body. A Kingfisher gave typically brief 

views as it dashed about whilst on the smaller dam we spotted a Water Pipit alongside a 

couple of White Wagtails. Another surprise was a briefly singing Western Olivaceous 

Warbler that also showed briefly in the oaks. Other birds here included Willow Warbler, 

Long-tailed Tits and Azure-winged Magpies. Steve also spotted a lizard that was later 

identified as a Large Psammodromus. As we left the site we came across a couple of showy 

Bee-eaters and another couple of Hoopoes. Finally we returned to the plains along the 

Monroy road where we had at least 4 Iberian Grey Shrikes, a Great Bustard and decent 

scope views of Little Bustard. 9 Pin-tailed Sandgrouse showed well quite close to the road 

allowing us to get good scope views before they flew off with another 3 Pin-tailed 

Sandgrouse that came over calling. Montagu’s Harriers were showing well again as were a 

couple of Marsh Harriers. We pulled up at the junction to Santa Marta de Magasca where 

Steve spotted a smallish raptor flying past in the distance which turned out to be a Black-

winged Kite. Unfortunately no one else managed to get onto it as it disappeared into the 

distance. From here we headed home after an action packed day, passing more Bee-eaters 

perched on roadside wires as they went to roost for the evening.  

 

11th April: 

Weather – Sunny throughout the day and becoming very hot from midday. 

We started the day with a visit to Monfrague National Park and spent some time looking 

from Castillo Monfrague. The walk up to the castle produced a female Cirl Bunting collecting 

nest material, Black Redstarts and Blue Rock Thrush as well as Crag Martins and Red-

rumped Swallows. The vultures generally didn’t come as close as they sometimes do 

although a few of the Griffons did show well as they dropped in to the crags below the 

castle after thermalling over the river. Griffons, Black and at least 2 Egyptian Vultures could 

be picked out circling to the north whilst a Peregrine Falcon was seen attacking a Black Stork 

over the Penafalcon so we headed back to the car and drove around to the parking area 

opposite this dramatic cliff face. A pair of Peregrine Falcons were kept busy, attacking Black 

Kites, Booted Eagle and any Black Stork that happened to be passing too close to their nest. 

At the same time Griffon Vultures constantly circling over the crag were joined by a couple 

of Egyptian Vultures and the odd Black Vulture. Behind us a Blue Rock Thrush showed on a 

rocky outcrop along with a Rock Bunting. After a memorable half an hour we moved on to 

the nearby bridge spanning the river Tajo. Either side of this concrete structure, hundreds if 

not thousands of House Martins were wheeling round, busy building their nests under the 

edges along with Crag Martins and small groups of screaming Alpine Swifts that swept under 

the bridge at high speed. The air was absolutely full of activity.  
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Spanish Festoon      Griffon Vulture 

   
Nightingale      European Tree Frog 

 

We continued towards the southern end of the park and pulled over under some conifers 

above the dam of the Tietar River, to enjoy lunch in the shade. We were joined by a few 

other people who also had the same idea, including a French couple who we had met the 

previous day which was lucky as they picked out a nesting Egyptian Vulture on the Tajadilla 

crag below us. We had a wander around the small area of trees after lunch and managed 

good views of Subalpine Warbler, a male Cirl Bunting, Short-toed Treecreeper and Nuthatch. 

A few miles further on we paused for another half an hour or so at Portilla del Tietar where 

we enjoyed good scope views of a Spanish Imperial Eagle which was nesting to the side of a 

colony of Griffon Vultures in the oak trees. A couple of Western Subalpine Warblers showed 

along the edge of the road and Steve spotted a Great Spotted Woodpecker whilst getting 

directions for Great Spotted Cuckoo. We drove back to Villareal de San Carlos and the visitor 

centre where we took a walk along one of the trails. Here we managed to get views of 

Nightingale, Whitethroat, Sardinian Warbler, Subalpine Warbler, Blackcap, Azure-winged 

Magpie and a brief Pied Flycatcher. We also saw good numbers of butterflies including 
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numerous Spanish Festoons, Clouded Yellow and a stunning male Cleopatra. We also 

spotted a somewhat poorly camouflaged European Tree Frog and a few Red Deer towards 

the end of the trail. Finally on the way back to the hotel we paused at the end of the 

Monroy road with the hope of finding Great Spotted Cuckoo. There was no sign of the 

afore-mentioned species although we did spot a European Cuckoo, Red-legged Partridge 

and a Nightingale sat in the open in full song.  

 

12th April: 

Weather – hot and sunny throughout the day 

This morning we headed for Jaraicejo picking up Hoopoe and Red-legged Partridge as we 

were leaving Plasenzuela. We reached the heath to the south of the village in good time and 

parked in the shade of a tree. As we hopped out we were immediately greeted by a Western 

Bonelli’s Warbler in song which we got decent views of with a bit of patience as it actively 

fed in the old oak trees. Over the next couple of hours we managed to locate a good array of 

warblers including plenty of Dartford Warblers and a pair of Spectacled Warblers that 

appeared to be defending an area of scrub from the former species. They showed well, 

continually returning to the same area and providing good views and photographic 

opportunities. Other birds we had here were Sardinian Warbler, Willow Warbler, Thekla 

Lark, Iberian Grey Shrike, Woodchat Shrike, Short-toed Treecreeper, Jay and a fine Short-

toed Eagle that circled above us for a while before drifting off. We also spotted a couple of 

Red Deer on the way back to the car and both Painted Lady and Clouded Yellow amongst 

the butterflies.  

 

We grabbed a bight to eat at a service station on the way to Arrocampa where we spent 

some time looking for Black-winged Kite near Saucedilla. This proved rather fruitless in the 

heat of the day although we did spot a Glossy Ibis amongst a flock of mainly Cattle Egrets as 

well as a couple of migrant Common Sandpipers and a Kingfisher. 4 Spoonbills were seen 

circling very high and we had to wonder at the wisdom of the White Stork that was nesting 

on the roof of a bird hide. It was getting very hot once again so we headed to the orchid site 

near Almaraz and spent an hour or two looking at the flowers with a little overhead cover. 

We soon found Naked Man Orchid, Yellow Bee Orchid, Woodcock Orchid and Champagne 

Orhcid around the olive groves. Swallowtail butterflies were skipping about and after Steve 

flushed a Serin at close range from a small olive we had a look inside the thickest cover 

where we discovered a nest containing one, very small but exquisite egg. We had a quick 

look and swiftly moved to allow the Serin that was calling nearby to return. We returned to 

Arrocampa and spent some time by the first hide which proved very productive with good 

views of Purple Swamphen, a fly by Little Bittern that was followed by one perched on top 

of the reed for a short while. Purple Herons were obvious once again whilst a Cetti’s 

Warbler showed very well and a couple of Savi’s Warblers were singing from their reed top 

perches. Other birds included Black Vulture, Gull-billed Tern and Crested Lark. We then 

noticed a distant raptor perched on pilon wires and drove around to investigate which was a 
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good move as we got some great views of a very handsome Black-winged Kite that 

performed very well to the backdrop of a singing Quail.  

 

   
Woodcock Orchid      Short-toed Eagle 

   
Black-winged Kite      Spectacled Warbler 

 

We finished the day by enjoying a meal in Plaza Mayor in Trujillo where we were treated to 

a dramatic Catholic parade through the centre of town. 

 

13th April: 

Weather – Hot and sunny with a little cloud early on clearing 

We began the day with a stop at the west end of the road to Monroy, not far out of Trujillo 

where we soon located a Cetti’s Warbler, Woodchat Shrike, Iberian Grey Shrike and a couple 

of singing Nightingales. Shortly after this a Great Spotted Cuckoo made a brief appearance 

before flying off. After a short walk it flew back and was soon followed by a second bird so 

that we had two rather noisy Great Spotted Cuckoos perched in the same trees. One in 

particular gave some good views as it moved around a small oak tree before both flew 
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across the road at close range. We moved on along the road stopping to scan at various 

spots where we picked up 3 Little Bustards, a Great Bustard, Griffon Vultures, Black Vulture 

and at least 10 Montagu’s Harriers including a couple of displaying males that put on a 

superb show. We also managed to see a Little Owl, a singing Sedge Warbler as well as 3 

Booted Eagles and a Short-toed Eagle; the latter flying away from us. Further along the road 

we got great views of Spanish Yellow Wagtail with a single male British race of Yellow 

Wagtail feeding around a few cows. Other wildlife included Pink Butterfly Orchid, Broad-

bodied Chasers, Spanish Marbled White and Swallowtail butterflies adding up to an 

excellent morning in the field.  

 

   
Montagu’s Harrier      Great Spotted Cuckoo 

   
Broad-bodied Chaser      Spanish Marbled White 

 

We stopped at Monroy for lunch before heading towards Talavan, picking up a couple of 

Red Kites on the outskirts of the village shortly after leaving. Near Talavan the bird hide 

provided Great Crested Grebe and a fine Marsh Harrier but little else so we moved on 
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towards a stand of Umbrella Pines with a small colony of nesting White Storks. Their huge 

platform nests also provided a tangle of twigs that were home to a colony of Spanish 

Sparrows. We took our time to shelter for a while from the heat of the sun and spotted 

Short-toed Treecreeper and Azure-winged Magpie also amongst the pines. We headed back 

towards Trujillo stopping at the Almonte River where we heard a distant singing Woodlark 

that we unfortunately couldn’t locate whilst the river was home to a couple of Grey 

Wagtails. Finally we made our way to the Belen Plain and after watching 2 Great Bustards at 

quite close range, took the right road across this open area. As we crossed the plain we 

spotted lots more Calandra Larks, a single Stock Dove, Black-winged Stilts and some simply 

dazzling Bee-eaters. We stopped at a junction and after it initially appearing very quiet, 

birds gradually started to appear. A Great Bustard was spotted behind us stalking through a 

field. This was followed by a group of around 5 in the distance where one male started its 

extraordinary display. Another couple were then spotted a bit closer with one bird seen side 

by side with a Little Bustard, making a good comparison and illustrating just how different 

these two species are in size. The male Great Bustard then started to display; seemingly 

trying to turn itself inside out. In the midst of all the action a stunning, melanistic Montagu’s 

Harrier flew across our field of view, rounding off a great half an hours birding and another 

excellent day.  

 

14th April: 

Weather – Sunny and hot although slightly cooler than the last few days 

We started along the old road between Trujillo and Caceres this morning, stopping by the 

same field that we’d looked at on our first full day. This again proved very fruitful with at 

least 10 Great Bustards spotted including 2 males in full display; one of which was next to a 

male Little Bustard. A Montagu’s Harrier flew past whilst Calandra Lark and Red-legged 

Partridge were seen in the same field and a Quail was heard calling. We continued a short 

distance to the Santa Marta de Magasca road where we found another 6 Great Bustards 

although the show was stolen somewhat by a group of 8 Rollers that were displaying and 

protecting next boxes from the local Jackdaws. We also saw the distinctive long-tailed shape 

of 2 Great Spotted Cuckoos that flew across the road calling as they headed for distant 

cover. We took a small side road from here and stopped to scan an open area where we 

found a distant Spanish Imperial Eagle perched on a pilon whilst closer at hand we had 

Spanish Sparrows and a brief Short-toed Lark that sat on the road before an unsuspecting 

birder flushed it off. 4 distant Black-bellied Sandgrouse also flew past and although you 

could see they were sandgrouse through the binos the only way you could tell they were 

Black-bellied was by the call. Unfortunately they never came very close. 2 Lapwings were 

also seen in a nearby field and must have been left over from the wintering flocks. We 

headed south of the motorway from here and to a small wetland area where we found 3 

Little Stints, a single Green Sandpiper, Greenshank and a few Common Sandpipers and Little 

Ringed Plovers. An immature Yellow-legged Gull was also present along with Little Egret and 
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Grey Herons whilst overhead we had the usual Black and Griffon Vultures as well as a couple 

of Booted Eagles.  

 

   
Black-winged Stilt      Roller 

   
Blue Rock Thrush      Little Owl 

 

We continued to the hill town of Montanchez where we enjoyed a fine lunch in the town 

before venturing up to the castle that dominates the skyline. Blue Rock Thrush, Black 

Redstarts, Crag Martin and Common Swift all showed well. We drove to the edge of town 

and located a small trail that took us into a small Chestnut woodland which was quite lively 

with birds, especially during the heat of the day. Here we hear a Golden Oriole and Steve 

spotted a Wryneck before we all got good views of a female Lesser Spotted Woodpecker on 

the tree hanging over the path. This showed well for a while before flying past us, calling 

and disappearing into the trees. We also had our first Robins and some very good views of a 

singing Nightingale. The walk was a very pleasant way to spend our final afternoon with 

some respite from the sun and in very different habitat than what we’d sent the rest of the 

trip in.  
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15th April: Our flights were leaving from Madrid mid-morning which meant an early start 

from our hotel in Plasenzuela. It was dark for the majority of the journey so we weren’t 

expecting much wildlife on the journey although a Red Fox dashing across the motorway not 

far from Trujillo was a nice surprise. The car drop off ran smoothly; once we’d located a 

petrol station and we finally said our goodbyes at the airport after an excellent trip. 

 

Checklist 

 

Birds: 

Mallard                  Common and recorded daily in small numbers 

Gadwall    Small numbers seen on 3 days 

Shoveler    A few were seen at Alcollarin Reservoir 

Tufted Duck    Seen at Arrocampa only 

Red-legged Partridge Common and regularly encountered, especially early in 

the morning by the roadside 

Quail Heard on 4 different dates although they all remained 

typically elusive 

Little Grebe Fairly common on water bodies, even on some of the 

smaller animal watering holes 

Great Crested Grebe   Fairly common on larger water bodies 

Cormorant    Seen regularly 

Little Bittern    Seen at Arrocampa on 2 different dates 

Cattle Egret    Common 

Little Egret    Common 

Great White Egret   Fairly common 

Grey Heron    Seen daily 

Purple Heron    Seen on 3 dates with birds nesting at Arrocampa 

White Stork    Very common and widespread in lowland areas 

Black Stork    Only seen in Monfrague, at the Penafalcon 

Spoonbill    Seen at Arrocampa and Alcollarin 

Glossy Ibis    One seen with egrets near Saucedilla 

Griffon Vulture   Very common and almost always visible 

Black Vulture    Common 

Egyptian Vulture   A few were seen in Monfrague 

Spanish Imperial Eagle  Birds were seen in Monfrague and near Caceres 

Short-toed Eagle   Seen well near Jaraicejo  

Booted Eagle    Fairly common 

Red Kite    2 were seen on the outskirts of Monroy 

Black Kite    Very common 

Marsh Harrier    Common 
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Montagu’s Harrier Fairly common with good views of displaying birds on 

two dates 

Buzzard    Occasional sightings 

Black-winged Kite   Seen on 2 dates with good views near Saucedilla 

Kestrel     A couple of sightings 

Lesser Kestrel    Common 

Peregrine Falcon   A pair was nesting on the Penafalcon, Monfrague 

Moorhen    Occasional near water bodies 

Coot     Common in the right habitat 

Purple Swamphen   Seen well at Arrocampa 

Great Bustard    Seen on 4 dates with up to 14 on 13th  

Little Bustard    Seen on 3 dates 

Black-winged Stilt   Occasional sightings in small numbers 

Little Ringed Plover   Seen on 2 dates 

Little Stint    3 were seen on 14th at Embalse de Valdesalor 

Wood Sandpiper   1 at Alcollarin 

Green Sandpiper   2 sightings of single birds 

Common Sandpiper   Fairly common passage bird 

Greenshank    Seen on 3 dates 

Lapwing    2 on the plains near Caceres 

Black-headed Gull   Very common at Alcollarin 

Yellow-legged Gull   An immature was seen at Embalse de Valdesalor 

Gull-billed Tern   Seen at Arrocampa 

Black Tern    30 – 40 were at Alcollarin Reservoir 

Whiskered Tern   1 was seen at Arrocampa on the first day 

Pin-tailed Sandgrouse 9 seen well on the ground along the Trujillo – Monroy 

road flew off with 3 other passing, calling birds 

Black-bellied Sandgrouse 4 distant, calling birds flew past on the plains not far 

from Caceres 

Rock Dove / Feral Pigeon  Seen around the towns 

Stock Dove    1 was seen on the Belen Plain 

Wood Pigeon    Common   

Collared Dove    Common 

Cuckoo     Regularly heard 

Great Spotted Cuckoo 2 were seen near Trujillo and another 2 in flight near 

Caceres 

Little Owl Seen from the plains road to Monroy from Trujillo and 

the road to Santa Marta de Magasca 

Swift     Seen in Trujillo and Montanchez 

Pallid Swift Identified in Trujillo where good views were had in 

Plaza Mayor 
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Alpine Swift    Seen at close range in Monfrague 

Hoopoe    Common and widespread 

Kingfisher    Heard or seen on 3 dates 

Bee-eater    Common and widespread 

Roller     Up to 8 on the Santa Marta de Magasca road 

Great Spotted Woodpecker  1 was seen in the southern part of Monfrague 

Lesser Spotted Woodpecker  Seen in Chestnut woodland near Montanchez 

Wryneck Seen in same woodland near Montanchez as above 

woodpecker 

Skylark     1 seen by Arrocampa 

Crested Lark    Common in open areas 

Thekla Lark    Noted at Jaraicejo 

Woodlark Heard singing along the Almonte River, south of 

Torrejon el Rubio. 

Short-toed Lark   Seen along the Santa Marta de Magasca road 

Calandra Lark    Common in the plains 

Water Pipit    1 seen on the dam at Alcollarin Reservoir 

Sand Martin    Fairly common in wetland areas 

Crag Martin    Common 

Swallow    Common 

Red-rumped Swallow   Fairly common 

House Martin    Common 

White Wagtail    Noted on 4 dates 

Yellow Wagtail The form iberiae was the most regularly encountered 

subspecies but we also saw the British race flavissima  

Robin     Seen in the Chestnut woodland at Montanchez 

Nightingale    Common and seen well 

Black Redstart    Seen around Castillo Monfrague and Montanchez 

Wheatear    Noted on 3 dates 

Whinchat At least 8 were seen on the Santa Marta de Magasca 

road on 10th  

Stonechat    Seen every day 

Mistle Thrush    Fairly scarce in dehesa habitat 

Blackbird    Common 

Blue Rock Thrush   Fairly common in rocky habitats 

Blackcap    Seen on 3 dates 

Whitethroat    Small numbers seen on 2 dates 

Sardinian Warbler   Common 

Spectacled Warbler   Seen well at Jaraicejo 

Western Subalpine Warbler  Fairly common 

Dartford Warbler   Common at Jaraicejo 
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Western Olivaceous Warbler  1 briefly singing with brief views at Alcollarin 

Zitting Cisticola   Common and widespread 

Savi’s Warbler    Seen at Arrocampa 

Cetti’s Warbler   Fairly common 

Reed Warbler    Seen at Arrocampa 

Great Reed Warbler   Heard singing at Arrocampa. 

Sedge Warbler   1 singing along the road to Monroy  

Willow Warbler   A couple were picked up during the week 

Western Bonelli’s Warbler  1 seen and heard singing at Jaraicejo 

Wren     Fairly common 

Pied Flycatcher A male was seen near Villarreal de San Carlos, 

Monfrague 

Great Tit    Common 

Blue Tit    Common 

Crested Tit    Seen near Jaraicejo 

Long-tailed Tit    Seen most days 

Nuthatch    Fairly common 

Short-toed Treecreeper  Seen on 4 dates 

Iberian Grey Shrike   Fairly common and seen most days 

Woodchat Shrike   Common 

Azure-winged Magpie   Common and widespread; seen daily 

Magpie    Common 

Jay     Seen on 4 dates 

Jackdaw    Common 

Raven     Seen most days in small numbers 

Spotless Starling   Common 

Golden Oriole    Heard only near Montanchez 

House Sparrow   Common 

Spanish Sparrow   Common and often seen nesting in White Stork nests 

Chaffinch    Common 

Linnet     Fairly common 

Goldfinch    Seen every day 

Greenfinch    Seen on just 2 dates 

Serin     Common; a nest was found near Almaraz 

Cirl Bunting    Seen in Monfrague 

Corn Bunting    Very common  

Rock Bunting    Only noted at Monfrague 
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Mammals: 

Rabbit 

Red Fox 

Eurasian Otter 

Red Deer 

 

 

Reptile and Amphibians: 

Spanish Terrapin 

Iberian Marsh Frog 

European Tree Frog 

Iberian Wall Lizard 

Large Psamadromus 

 

 

Butterlfies and Moths: 

Spanish Festoon 

Common Swallowtail 

Western Dappled White 

Large White 

Spanish Marbled White 

Cleopatra 

Clouded Yellow 

Small Copper 

Small Heath 

Holly Blue 

Red Admiral 

Painted Lady 

Speckled Wood 

  

Dragonflies: 

Blue-tailed Damselfly 

Common Blue Damselfly 

Large Red Damselfly 

Broad-bodied Chaser 

Long Skimmer 

Northern Banded Groundling 

 

Flowering Plants: 

Gum Cistus 

Ballast Toadflax 
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Spotted Rock-rose 

Purple Viper’s-bugloss 

Barbary Nut 

White Asphodel 

Tassel Hyacinth 

Champagne Orchid 

Tongue Orchid 

Naked Man Orchid 

Woodcock Orchid 

Pink Butterfly Orchid 

Yellow Bee Orchid 

Conical Orchid  

Pink Catchfly 

Lusitanian Spreading Bellflower 

Pink Cistus 

 

 

 

 


